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1. Introduction
Human brain activity – the product of multiple neural networks encoding a multitude of con-
current cognitive states and responses to various stimuli – is a prime example of highly com-
plex data. Irrespective of measuring technique, acquired brain signals are invariably exceed-
ingly noisy, multivariate and high-dimensional. These inherent properties produce analysis
difficulties traditionally overcome by utilization of descriptive statistical methods averaging
across numerous time-fixed events, and conclusions about brain function are thus typically
based on mean signal variations in single measuring points. It is, however, commonly be-
lieved that neural network activity responsible for cognitive function is distributed across
time, frequency and space – aspects that traditional descriptive statistics inevitably fail to cap-
ture. Machine learning approaches do, in contrast, supply tools for detection of single, subtle
signal patterns, rather than characteristic univariate, average activity. The field of pattern
recognition harbors great potential in answering research questions fundamentally relevant
for understanding the functional organization of the human brain where conventional meth-
ods fail.
Machine learning techniques are, consequently, being increasingly used by the neuroimaging
community for a variety of data analyses. In functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI;
described in section 2), where neural activity is estimated throughmeasuring changes in blood
flow and oxygenation (collectively called ‘hemodynamics’) at an excellent spatial resolution,
for example, brain activation magnitudes are minute – at a magnetic field of 1.5 Tesla, for ex-
ample, the hemodynamic change in response to a stimulation is typically only about 2% of the
total amplitude Buxton (2002). This effect, nonetheless, provides researchers a non-invasive
window into the human brain, and can be utilized to localize regions activated by various
conditions in an attempt to understand the functional organization of the cortex. Conven-
tionally, regional activity is estimated by fitting a spatially invariant model of the expected
hemodynamic change at each individual measuring point (voxel) and, subsequently, testing
for differences in signal levels between two experimental conditions Friston et al. (1994a). This
massively univariate (voxel-by-voxel) analysis produces statistical maps highlighting brain lo-
cations that are “activated” by the condition in an appealing fashion (see figure 1E). Although
this analytical scheme has proven tremendously useful in functional brain mapping, it is lim-
ited to revealing average stimuli - single location relationships and cannot reflect individual
events or effects in distributed activation patterns.
In recent years, state-of-the-art machine learning methods allowing identification of subtle,
spatially distributed single-trial fMRI signal effects not detectable using conventional analysis
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have instead won substantial ground Haynes & Rees (2006); Norman et al. (2006). Typically,
a classifier model is trained to identify signal patterns related to a given experimental condi-
tion by integrating information across multiple voxels, thus allowing detection of information
which only produce weak single-voxel effects. Subsequently, the trained classifier is applied
to new data samples and attempts to predict the experimental condition to which each sample
belongs. This approach, termed multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA; Norman et al. (2006); or
more seductively ‘brain reading’), was initiated with a breakthrough fMRI study of the vi-
sion pathway Haxby et al. (2001). Volunteers were shown a number of visual stimuli from
various object categories (cats, faces, houses, etc.), and the researchers found that fMRI re-
sponses evoked by each object category was associated with a distinct spatial signal pattern
which could be identified (‘decoded’) by a classification scheme. The authors concluded that
information is encoded across spatially wide and distributed patterns of fMRI responses, un-
detectable by conventional approach designed to detect voxel-by-voxel statistically significant
activations. Since then, numerous studies have utilizedmultivoxel pattern analysis for explor-
ing human brain function with outstanding results (see e.g. Björnsdotter et al. (2009); Cox &
Savoy (2003); Formisano et al. (2008); Haynes & Rees (2005a;b); Howard et al. (2009); Kamitani
& Tong (2005)).
The variety of machine learning approaches utilized in fMRI spans a vast range: from classical
linear discriminant analysis Carlson et al. (2003) to state-of-the-art particle swarm optimiza-
tion Niiniskorpi et al. (2009). This chapter introduces machine learning concepts in the context
of functional brain imaging, with focus on classification based fMRI brain mapping. First, the
fMRI technique for measuring brain activity is presented, including technical background and
a number of considerations for subsequent analysis. Second, the essential steps required for
effective machine learning classification analysis are described, and, ultimately, an example of
our work utilizing evolutionary algorithms for mapping human brain responses to pleasant
touch is presented.
2. Functional magnetic resonance imaging
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) derives from magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), which is utilized for obtaining structural (as opposed to functional) images of tissue
(see figure 1A and B). Magnetic resonance imaging is made possible by intrinsic physical
properties of atoms in matter, including magnetism and nuclear spin. Measurable effects in
such inherent properties due to local blood oxygenation changes in response to neural activity
provide an effective, albeit indirect, entirely non-invasive measure of brain activation. Below
follows a description of the technical MRI and fMRI background as well as the conventional
approach to fMRI signal processing and analysis (see also e.g. Buxton (2002) or Norris (2006)
for more details).
2.1 Magnetic resonance imaging
In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), the magnetism and nuclear spin of atoms are utilized
to obtain information about the environment in which the they are contained (e.g. brain tissue;
see Buxton (2002) for more technical details on MRI). The spin refers to the inherent angular
momentum possessed by all atomic nuclei with an odd number of protons or neutrons, and,
fundamentally important for brain imaging, only one substance abundantly found in organic
tissue possesses such a spin – the hydrogen atom. Due to the spin, the hydrogen atom also
has a magnetic dipole moment and, therefore, behaves like a small magnet.
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When there is no external magnetic field, the magnetic dipole moments are randomly orien-
tated and there is a net magnetization of approximately zero. When an external magnetic field
is applied, a majority of the magnetic moments will gradually align with the magnetic field (a
process referred to as longitudinal relaxation) with a time constant T1 (typically around 1 s),
and a net magnetization in the direction of the field is produced. Also, the nuclei will change
the direction of the axis of rotation around the field axis in a process called precession. The
frequency of precession, v0, is called the Larmor (or nuclear magnetic resonance) frequency.
The Larmor frequency is proportional to the strength of the external magnetic field: v0 = γB0,
where B0 (measure in Tesla, T) is the external magnetic field strength and γ (units: MHz/T) is
the gyromagnetic ratio. The latter is a physical property of the given element, and for hydro-
gen the ratio is 42.58 MHz/T. Magnetic fields used for human fMRI are typically in the range
of 1.5 T (approximately 30 000 times the earth’s magnetic field) to 9 T.
The precession of the nuclei could potentially induce a current in a receiver coil placed nearby,
and thus be measured. However, although the nuclei precess with the same frequency, their
phase is different and the net magnetism is zero – thus no current would be induced in the coil.
The phase of the precessing nuclei must therefore be coordinated. This is achieved by apply-
ing a rapidly oscillating magnetic radio frequency (RF) pulse at the precession frequency (v0)
to the nuclei. The rapid oscillations of the RF pulse gradually nudge the magnetic moments
away from their initial axis of precession. The RF pulse can be applied to rotate all the mag-
netic moments 90 degrees, and thus change the net magnetization from being aligned with
the external magnetic field to pointing perpendicular to the field – still, however, precessing
around the field. As a result, the magnetic moments are in phase, producing a precessing
net magnetization which can be registered by a receiver coil. The induced current, alternat-
ing with the Larmor frequency, is informative about the physical environment, such as the
number of nuclei (spins) in the sample.
Notably, the current induced in the coil decays over time (a process called relaxation). This
decay is partly due to thermal motion on the molecular level, realigning the net magnetic mo-
ments with the external magnetic field (T1 relaxation), partly to that the random interactions
of nuclei result in a loss of coherence of the precession which reduces the net magnetization
(T2 relaxation). Moreover, inhomogeneities in the magnetic field cause dephasing, since the
precession frequency of the nuclei is proportional to the strength of B0. This effect in combi-
nation with the random nuclei interactions is referred to as T∗2 relaxation.
Fundamentally important for functional and structural imaging, the relaxation times differ
between various tissues (such as muscle and bone, gray and white brain matter, and so on).
Using an MRI scanner, structural images (akin to X-rays) can therefore be reconstructed from
the acquired relaxation signals (figure 1A).
2.2 BOLD functional imaging
In addition to structural images, magnetic resonance techniques can also be utilized for ac-
quiring functional data, that is, signals related to some sort of active function of the brain.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is based on the presence of hemoglobin (the
molecule in red blood cells which contains oxygen) combined with various hemodynamic
changes (such as blood flow, blood volume, oxygen consumption etc). Hemoglobin is dia-
magnetic when oxygenated and paramagnetic when deoxygenated and, therefore, possesses
different magnetic characteristics depending on oxygenation state. This phenomenon, in com-
bination with the measured T∗2 (transversal) relaxation (see the section onMagnetic resonance
imaging above), is used in fMRI to detect magnetic differences between oxygenated and de-
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Fig. 1. A. MRI structural image. B. fMRI functional image. C. Hemodynamic response func-
tion (in arbitrary units). D. Schematic of experimental paradigm with two conditions. E.
General linear model (GLM) statistical activation map.
oxygenated blood in the brain. Specifically, blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) fMRI is
the technique used to identify temporal and spatial variations in the proportion of oxygenated
to deoxygenated blood, which, in turn, is an indication of blood flow changes Ogawa et al.
(1990). A relative increase in blood flow results in a positive signal, and vice versa.
For brain function related studies, the BOLD signal is acquired volume by volume, and each
volume element is referred to as a ‘voxel’ (see figure 1B). The minimum time required for one
whole brain volume is typically in the range of 2-3 seconds, and each voxel is in the range
of 2-4 mm per side. Thus, fMRI has comparatively poor temporal resolution and excellent
spatial resolution.
2.3 Neural correlates of BOLD
It was observed as early as in the 1890s that nerve cell activation level is positively correlated
with blood flow Roy & Sherrington (1890). The temporal pattern of blood flow changes in
response to activated nerve cells is called the hemodynamic response function (HRF; see figure
1C), and different brain areas respond differently Leoni et al. (2008). The full course of the
blood flow response to a briefly presented stimulus is about 20 s and a maximum is obtained
at approximately 6 s. As a result, the temporal resolution of fMRI is limited due to the inherent
delay in the hemodynamic response. Capillaries, small arteries and veins, as well as large
arteries and veins all contribute to the registered BOLD signal.
Although it is generally assumed that changes in blood flow (and supply of oxygenated blood)
is prompted by increased oxygen consumption by activated nerve cells, the exact relationship
between neural activity and the BOLD signal is not fully understood. In fact, the measur-
able (highest in amplitude) portion of the HRF appears to be a substantial over-compensation
(supplying more blood than is required by metabolic demands) and the mechanisms for this
are unknown. Moreover, the BOLD signal is an indirect measure of brain activity, and is sus-
ceptible to influence by physical parameters of non-neural nature, and, can, in fact, potentially
represent increased blood flow into an area despite no local neural activity (see e.g. Sirotin &
Das (2008)). Concurrent intracortical recordings of neural signals and fMRI responses in the
visual cortex in monkeys have shown, however, that local field potentials are significantly cor-
related to the hemodynamic response (Logothetis et al. (2001); see also Goense & Logothetis
(2008) for a review).
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3. Conventional brain mapping analysis
The aim of conventional analysis is typically to identify regions of the brain which are ac-
tivated by the processing of a given stimulation or condition. In order to achieve effective
analysis, a number of steps are required. First, the experimental paradigm must be carefully
designed in order ensure that the actual effect of interest is analyzed. Second, the acquired
data must be pre-processed, followed by a statistical analysis which estimates significantly
activated regions. A variety of softwares exist for both pre-processing and statistical analysis,
including the freely available Neurolens (neurolens.org), SPM (fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm; Frack-
owiak et al. (1997)) and ANFI (afni.nimh.nih.gov), as well as commercial software such as
BrainVoyager (brainvoyager.com). The required analysis steps are described in detail below.
3.1 Experimental paradigm
Careful attention needs to be paid to the type and organization of conditions presented dur-
ing the experiment (the experimental paradigm) in order to isolate the effect of interest (as
opposed to noise or other cognitive process). Typically, paradigms involve a number of stim-
ulus conditions which are contrasted in subsequent analysis to remove confounding variables
(such as attentional effects). During the scanning session, the conditions are presented in a pre-
determined fashion in one of a number of ways. Influenced by positron emission tomography
(PET) imaging where extended stimulation periods are required in order to produce stable
activations Muehllehner & Karp (2006), fMRI studies often utilize experimental paradigms
which alternate extended periods of stimuli being ‘on’ or ‘off’ (see figure 1D; Turner et al.
(1998)). This so called block design is appealing due to ease of presentation and analysis, as
well as to the relatively high signal-to-noise ratios achieved. Brief stimuli can, however, pro-
duce a measurable BOLD response (e.g. 34 ms; Rosen et al. (1998)), and such are applied in
event-related designs. Various types of conditions unsuitable for study with block designs, such
as the oddball paradigm McCarthy et al. (1997), are instead made possible by event-related
studies. Also, more dynamic responses, suitable in situations where habituation is a concern,
are produced, and, given similar scanning times, more stimulus repetitions can be applied
(see e.g. Kriegeskorte et al. (2008) for a study utilizing numerous stimuli applications). A
draw-back of even-related paradigms is, however, the lower functional signal-to-noise ratio
than in block design paradigms Bandettini & Cox (2000).
3.2 Pre-processing
In order to reduce noise, the acquired fMRI data is subjected to a series of pre-processing
operations. The following steps are typically applied, although all are not necessarily required
and further steps can be included to improve the analysis (see e.g. Friston et al. (2007) or
Henson (2003) for more details, and note that virtually all fMRI analysis software include
functions for these corrections).
• Slice-time correction: The acquisition of an entire brain volume generally takes in the
order of 2-3 seconds (depending on MRI scanner parameters), during which slices of
brain tissue are scanned consecutively. The resulting shift in acquisition time between
slices is typically corrected by resampling the time courses with linear interpolation
such that all voxels in a given volume represent the signal at the same point in time.
• Motion correction: The excellent spatial resolution of fMRI means that slight movements
of the head can affect the signal analysis substantially, and head movement effects must
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therefore be corrected. A variety of more or less sophisticated algorithms are available
in any of the software packages mentioned above.
• Signal filtering: Temporal drifts which can significantly affect the results are typically
removed using temporal high-pass filtering. Noise can further be reduced by temporal
low pass filtering.
• Spatial smoothing: In order to reflect some spatial integration, spatial smoothing is typ-
ically applied on the volume time series using a Gaussian kernel with the parameter
FWHM (full width at half maximum) in the range of 3-12 millimeters. Spatial smooth-
ing increases subsequent mapping sensitivity when two conditions differ in terms of
their regional mean activation levels. In these cases, local signal differences coherently
point in the same direction and are enhanced by spatial averaging. However, if two con-
ditions differ in terms of their fine-grained spatial activation patterns, spatial smooth-
ing has a destructive effect and cancels out the discriminative information, which can
be detected by pattern recognition methods (see the section on Machine learning brain
mapping analysis below).
• Spatial normalization: Individual brains are highly anatomically and functionally vari-
able. Thus, for group analysis and comparison with brain atlases, the fMRI data must
be projected into a standard brain space such as Talairach Talairach & Tournoux (1988)
or so called MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute; Evans et al. (1993)) space. This is
performed with a number of different algorithms (see e.g. Collins et al. (1994), and see
Crinion et al. (2007) for issues with spatial normalization).
3.3 General linear modelling and activation detection
Numerous variations of fMRI analysis techniques are widely used, and the field is under ac-
tive research. The most lucrative approach thus far, however, includes statistical analysis to
produce images (statistical parametric maps) which identify brain regions that show signifi-
cant signal changes in response to the conditions present during scanning (see e.g. Henson
(2003)). Typically, a spatially invariant model of the expected blood oxygenation level depen-
dent (BOLD) response is fitted independently at each voxel’s time course and the differences
between estimated activation levels during two or more experimental conditions are tested
Friston et al. (1994a). Parametric tests, assuming that the observations are drawn from normal
populations, are typically applied. Most such parametric modeling techniques are versions
of the general linear model (GLM). The GLM aims to explain the variation of the time course
y1...yi...yn, in terms of a linear combination of explanatory variables and an error term. For a
simple model with only one explanatory variable x1...xi...xn, the GLM can be written as:
yi = xiβ+ ǫi (1)
where β is the scaling (slope) parameter, and ǫi is an error term. The model is also often
written in matrix form when containing more variables:
Y = Xβ+ ǫ (2)
where Y is the vector of observed voxel values, β is the vector of parameters and ǫ is the vector
of error terms. The matrix X is termed the design matrix, containing one row per time point
and one column per explanatory variable in the model (e.g. representing the presence or ab-
sence of a specific condition). In order to detect activations, the magnitude of the parameter in
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β corresponding to these vectors are computed. β can be determined by solving the following
equations:
X
T
Y = (XT X)βˆ (3)
where βˆ corresponds to the best linear estimate of β. Given that XT X is invertible, βˆ can be
estimated as:
βˆ = (XT X)−1XTY (4)
These parameter estimates are normally distributed, and since the error term can be deter-
mined, statistical inference can be made as to whether the β parameter corresponding to the
model of an activation response is significantly different from the null hypothesis. A num-
ber of additional parameters (regressors) can be included in the GLM analysis, such as drift,
respiration, motion correction parameters or other information of interest.
Importantly, the massively univariate testing results in one statistic per voxel, and thus pro-
duces a classical problem of multiple comparisons which requires correction Friston et al.
(1994a). Depending on the number of voxels included for analysis, the threshold for which a
voxel can be considered significant varies – for smaller regions the threshold is lower. While
whole-brain analyses might not yield any significant results, directed searches in carefully, a
priori identified regions of interests can potentially yield significantly activated voxels. Thus,
in combinationwithmethods formitigating themultiple comparisons problem, thismassively
univariate analysis produces statistical maps of response differences, highlighting brain loca-
tions that are activated by a certain condition dimension (see figure 1E; Friston et al. (1994a)).
As such, univariate activation detection maps average single-voxel responses to experimen-
tal conditions, and does not reflect direct relationships between distributed patterns of brain
processing and single condition instances.
4. Machine learning brain mapping analysis
Contrary to conventional univariate analysis (described above), where average voxel-by-voxel
signal increases or decreases are estimated using statistical techniques, machine learning ap-
proaches utilize information distributed across multiple voxels. Specifically, classifier-based
machine learning algorithms attempt to identify and distinguish the specific spatial activity
patterns produced by single experimental conditions.
To this end, multivoxel fMRI activity patterns (samples) can be represented as points in a mul-
tidimensional space where the number of dimensions equals that of voxels. In the simplified
situation of a two-voxel volume, each pattern can be considered as a point in a plane corre-
sponding to the magnitude measured in each voxel (see figure 2). The aim of a classifier is to
distinguish the conditions, that is, to separate the points belonging the each of the condition
classes. As shown in the figure, the method of doing so depends on the structure of the data
– if the conditions are sufficiently different (figure 2A) this can be done on a single voxel level
(with conventional univariate statistics), whereas if the voxel distributions overlap (figure 2B
and C) multiple voxels must be taken into account to distinguish the conditions.
After initial pre-processing and estimation of single condition responses, application of
classifier-based machine learning techniques to fMRI generally entails a number of steps (see
figure 3). The data is partitioned into datasets – one for training the classifier (that is, estimat-
ing classifier parameters), and one exclusively used in conjunctionwith the trained classifier to
evaluate the classification performance. Voxel selection, aiming at reducing the complexity of
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Fig. 2. Two-voxel illustration of the multivoxel analysis approach, where blue and purple
represent two different experimental conditions. In A, the response distributions to the con-
ditions (the Gaussian curves) are separable in each single voxel and a univariate statistical
approach is feasible to distinguish the conditions. In B, however, the two conditions can not
be separated in each individual voxels due to the overlap of the distributions, and a univariate
measure would fail in distinguishing the conditions. A linear decision boundary (dotted line)
can, however, separate the conditions. Similarly, in C, the conditions can be separated but a
non-linear decision boundary is required.
the dataset and improving classification performance, is performed, often in intimate conjunc-
tion with classifier training. During classifier training, several processing and voxel selection
cycles may therefore be explored. After voxel selection and classifier training, discriminative
maps are produced indicating regions encoding information regarding the conditions. Finally,
the capability of the trained classifier to accurately discriminate the experimental conditions
when presented with data from the hitherto unused partition is tested to assess classifier gen-
eralization ability.
4.1 Experimental paradigm
The experimental paradigm considerations for machine learning based analysis are typically
the same as for conventional approaches, including those for block-design (see e.g. Björns-
dotter et al. (2009)) and event-related (see e.g. Beauchamp et al. (2009); Burke et al. (2004))
paradigms. For machine learning analysis, event-related designs have the benefit of produc-
ing more independent datapoints, which, in turn, yields less contaminated estimations of the
spatial pattern related to each condition. In theory, this can improve the machine learning
algorithm’s sensitivity in detecting information contained in the spatial patterns. However,
rapid-event related designs risk temporal overlap of hemodynamic responses, although vari-
ous techniques can be applied to reduce this effect (see e.g. Beauchamp et al. (2009)).
4.2 Pre-processing
The pre-processing steps required for machine learning analysis are essentially identical to
conventional analysis pre-processing, with the notable exception of spatial smoothing – if the
conditions differ in terms of their fine-grained spatial activation patterns, spatial smoothing
will reduce the discriminative information content. Moreover, without smoothing the highest
possible spatial resolution offered by the fMRI scanner is preserved, and small differences in
location can be maximally resolved. Smoothing may, nonetheless, have a beneficial impact on
classification performance (LaConte et al., 2003)
Discriminative map
Training data Validation data
Classification
performance
Voxel selection
Classifier training
Classifier
Pre-processed fMRI time series
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Fig. 3. General multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) workflow.
4.3 Condition response estimation
The continuous fMRI brain activity signal, consisting of a series of intensity values for each
voxel across the scanning time course, must be re-represented as single condition responses
per time unit for subsequent analysis. Generally, one time-measure (volume) is used as a
sample, but as outlined in the section on BOLD fMRI above, the hemodynamic response (with
delays of approximately 6 s after onset of stimulation) must be accounted for when estimating
temporal single-trial responses. A number of activation representations have been used in
multivoxel fMRI studies, including the following:
1. Single-volume intensities: The intensity at a single acquisition volume can be used to
represent a condition Haynes & Rees (2005a); Mourão-Miranda et al. (2005), given ap-
propriate hemodynamic lag compensation. A simple approach to compensating for
hemodynamic lag is to simply shift the data labels the corresponding amount of acqui-
sition time points (typically around 6 s).
2. Volume-average intensities: When the conditions are applied during multiple volumes
(e.g. in a block design study), the average intensity across the volumes Björnsdotter
et al. (2009); Kamitani & Tong (2005); Mourão-Miranda & Reynaud (2006) can be used.
Typically the first few volumes are also discarded. This approach has the added benefit
of increased signal-to-noise ratio.
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3. Single-trial GLM fitting: A third option is to directly estimate the single-trial response
based on the hemodynamic response function De Martino et al. (2008); Formisano et al.
(2008); Staeren et al. (2009). Here, a trial corresponds to one application of the stimu-
lus, or, in the block design case, the duration of the ‘on’ block. A trial estimate of the
voxel-wise response is obtained by fitting a general linear model (GLM) with one pre-
dictor coding for the trial response and one linear predictor accounting for a within-trial
linear trend to each single trial. The trial-response predictor can be obtained by convo-
lution of a boxcar with a double-gamma hemodynamic response function (HRF; Friston
et al. (1998)). At every voxel, the corresponding regressor coefficient (beta) is taken to
represent the trial response.
4.4 Data partitioning
In order to avoid classifier overfitting and unsound prediction accuracies (see e.g. Kriegesko-
rte et al., 2009 for a review of this problem in functional brain imaging), care is required when
partitioning the data samples into training (used for any aspect of establishing the classifier,
including classifier parameter estimation and voxel selection) and validation (exclusively used
in the validation of the already established classifier) data.
Potential dependencies between datasets must be carefully avoided – the inherent temporal
sluggishness of the hemodynamic response producing temporal dependencies is of particu-
larly concern when fMRI is considered. Thus, any randomization of training and validation
samples must be preceded by a condition response estimation (see section above) ensuring no
temporal dependencies between samples (or the prediction accuracies will be biased towards
the higher end of the spectrum). Another possibility is to select a temporally independent
validation sample from samples collected towards the end of the scanning session.
4.5 Classifiers
Classifiers employed for multivoxel pattern analysis of fMRI data range from various versions
of linear discriminant analysis Carlson et al. (2003); Haynes & Rees (2005a;b); Kriegeskorte
et al. (2006); O’toole et al. (2005), correlation-based classification Haxby et al. (2001); Spiri-
don & Kanwisher (2002) linear Cox & Savoy (2003); De Martino et al. (2008); Formisano et al.
(2008); Kamitani & Tong (2005); LaConte et al. (2005); Mitchell et al. (2004); Mourão-Miranda
et al. (2005); Mourão-Miranda & Reynaud (2006); Staeren et al. (2009) and non-linear Cox &
Savoy (2003); Davatzikos et al. (2005) support vector machine (SVM), artificial neural net-
works (ANNs; Hanson et al. (2004); Polyn et al. (2005)) and gaussian naive bayes (GNB) clas-
sifiers Mitchell et al. (2004). See e.g. Duda et al. (2000) for details on these classifiers.
Despite the theoretical superiority of non-linear classifiers, linear classifiers have by far been
most popular in fMRI multivoxel research (see citations above). A highly appealing advan-
tage of linear classifiers is the direct relation between classifier weights and voxels, providing
a means to understand which regions of the brain are multivariately informative De Martino
et al. (2008); Mourão-Miranda et al. (2005). Although linear discriminant analysis and linear
support vector machines have dominated the field, there appears to be little practical differ-
ence between linear classifiers Ku et al. (2008).
4.6 Performance metrics
The performance metrics indicates the ability of the classifier to predict the condition cate-
gories to which previously unseen samples belong. Typically, the performance metric is ex-
pressed in terms of classification performance (e.g. proportion correctly or incorrectly labelled
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instances of the validation data, or area under the receiver operating characteristic curve). Due
to the limited number of samples available in fMRI studies, various data partitioning schemes
such as cross-validation are utilized in order to obtain a good estimate of the performance
Duda et al. (2000).
4.7 Voxel selection
As is well-known from other areas of machine learning, classification performance degrades
as the number of irrelevant features increases (party due to the curse of dimensionality; Bell-
man (1961); Guyon & Elisseeff (2003)). Given the excessive number of voxels in a typical brain
volume (in the order of tens to hundreds of thousands) compared to the limited number of
available volumes (typically in the range of tens to hundreds), voxel selection is an acute issue
(as also pointed out by Norman et al. (2006)). Selection of an adequate subset of voxels is not
only of critical importance in order to obtain classifiers with good generalization performance,
but also to provide insight into what brain regions encode information relevant to the condi-
tions under investigation (“brain mapping”). Moreover, fMRI voxel selection deviates from
conventional feature selection in the sense that the smallest possible subset of voxels which
is sufficient for maximal classification is not necessarily desired. In fact, all voxels which po-
tentially contain relevant information are interesting, as is the relative degree of information
content (see Sato et al. (2009) for a discussion on this topic).
In early stages of fMRI multivoxel analysis, the feature selection problem was resolved by
region-of-interest (ROI) based methods where classifiers were applied to voxels in anatomi-
cally or functionally pre-defined areas Cox & Savoy (2003); Haynes & Rees (2005a); Kamitani
& Tong (2005). Coarse brain maps can be obtained, given that some ROIs produce higher
classification results than others. Although this approach can be of high utility provided pre-
viously determined ROIs, only testing of a highly limited set of spatial hypotheses is possible
and no information regarding which number and combination of voxels form a discriminative
pattern can be obtained.
Another popular early method is voxel ranking and selection according to various univari-
ate measures. These include estimations of activation magnitude due to any condition,
as measured using an F-test (activation-based voxel selection) or the ability to differentiate
the conditions, as quantified by parametric (t) or non-parametric (Wilcoxon) statistical tests
(discrimination-based voxel selection; Haynes & Rees (2005a); Mitchell et al. (2004); Mourão-
Miranda & Reynaud (2006)). The univariate ranking is either used directly (selecting a num-
ber of the highest ranked voxels for classification), or for initial, fast but coarse ranking for
improved speed and accuracy in subsequent multivariate voxel selection (see e.g. De Mar-
tino et al. (2008); Niiniskorpi et al. (2009)). Such activation- and discrimination-based voxel
selection, however, disregards any distributed aspects of the brain processing and is thus sub-
optimal in the processing pipe-line of multivariate analysis.
A second generation of voxel selection methods which utilize the multivariate nature of fMRI
data can be categories into two distinct classes – locally multivariate analysis, where informa-
tion is integrated across multiple voxels in a small neighborhood of adjacent spatial locations
(see for example Kriegeskorte et al. (2006)) and globally multivariate, where voxels are jointly
analyzed in spatially remote regions or across the entire brain volume (see e.g. De Martino
et al. (2008); Mourão-Miranda et al. (2005)).
Although not strictly a voxel selection approach, the locally multivariate method termed “the
searchlight” introduced by Kriegeskorte and colleagues (2006) scans the brain with a fixed-
size sphere to identify regions which encode information regarding the experimental condi-
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tions. This method relies on the assumption that the discriminative information is encoded
in neighboring voxels within the sphere. Such locally-distributed analysis might, however,
be suboptimal when no hypothesis is available on the size of the neighborhood and might
fail to detect discriminative patterns jointly encoded by distant regions (e.g. bilateral acti-
vation patterns). Other locally multivariate, fixed-size search approaches have followed suit
Björnsdotter & Wessberg (2009). The evolutionary algorithm described in more detail below
belongs to the class of locally multivoxel methods. However, the evolutionary algorithm is
fundamentally different in that it optimizes voxel cluster size, shape and location in a more
traditional feature selection sense Björnsdotter Åberg & Wessberg (2008). The evolutionary
algorithm thus produces highly sensitive maps specifically tailored to the spatial extent of the
informative region and is suitable in studies where low contrast-to-noise ratio, single optima
are expected (such as in the somatotopy study described below; Björnsdotter et al. (2009)).
Global multivoxel selection schemes taking any number of spatially separate regions into ac-
count is represented by recursive feature elimination (RFE; DeMartino et al. (2008); Formisano
et al. (2008); Staeren et al. (2009)) which is initiated by a massively multivariate, whole-brain
classification approach Mourão-Miranda et al. (2005). This method requires the use of a linear
classifier, where the contribution of each voxel to the classification can be estimated by the
classifier weights. The ranking obtained from the classifier weights is subsequently used for
iterative elimination of voxels until a voxel subset which maximally discriminate the condi-
tions is obtained. This approach is appropriate when the discrimination of the experimental
conditions is reflected by widely distributed activation patterns that extend and include a
number of separate brain regions.
In summary, the various voxel selection schemes used in multivoxel pattern analysis for brain
mapping differ in scope and sensitivity, and care is required when choosing a voxel selection
scheme suitable for the given fMRI study. In all voxel selection cases, group maps describing
informative voxels across a number of individuals can be formed using various statistical
techniques (see Wang et al. (2007) for details).
5. Brain mapping using evolutionary algorithms
Asmentioned above, a key issue in the analysis of fMRI data is the identification of brain areas
involved in the processing of given conditions, and, consequently, selection of voxels which
can be used to effectively classify the conditions. Given a typical brain volume of 64× 64× 25
voxels and the combinatorial explosion of possible voxel combinations, however, voxel selec-
tion is a daunting task, and the excessive number of possible voxel combinations renders any
exhaustive search virtually impossible (but see the discussion of locally-multivariate mapping
above). To address this issue, we developed a machine learning optimization method based
on evolutionary algorithms Reeves & Rowe (2002), that extracts voxels yielding optimal brain
state classification results in an intelligent and efficient fashion. In the following section we
illustrate the evolutionary algorithm in detail, and subsequently demonstrate the utility of
machine learning in general and our evolutionary algorithm in particular for highly sensi-
tive mapping of an authentic physiological problem – that of the body-map representation of
pleasant touch in the posterior insular cortex.
5.1 Evolutionary algorithms
An evolutionary algorithm is an optimization scheme inspired byDarwinian evolution, where
potential problem solutions are encoded as individuals in a population Reeves & Rowe (2002).
Various genetic schemes, including mutation operators, selection and reproduction (sexual or
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asexual) are subsequently applied in order to improve the over-all fitness of the population
and eventually find an individual which fulfills the required fitness. Importantly, biologi-
cally interpretable maps require spatial consistency - that is, where a few single, distributed
voxels might be sufficient for good classification results (see e.g. Åberg et al. (2008)), from a
neuroimaging perspective it is more interesting to identify all informative voxels in a given
region (again, see Sato et al. (2009) for a discussion on this topic). Our evolutionary algorithm
was therefore designed to identify a spatially coherent voxel cluster of unrestricted size which
optimally differentiated the conditions.
Below follows details on the implementation of the algorithm, and pseudo-code for the algo-
rithm is presented in figure 4.
Representation: One chromosome representing one voxel cluster was encoded per individual.
Due to the exceedingly high dimensionality of fMRI data (in the order of tens to hundreds of
thousands of features), we chose to encode the clusters sparsely as indexed lists (and not as
typical binary strings).
Initialization: The population of individuals was initialized in a stochastic fashion, where,
for each individual, one seed voxel was randomly selected. The voxel cluster was then con-
structed by the addition of random voxels which neighbor the seed voxel, or, subsequently,
any voxel already in the cluster. We have also obtained excellent results from covering the
entire brain volume with randomized clusters and subsequently selecting a population of in-
dividuals from the best-performing random clusters.
Mutation operations: The following mutation operations were implemented in the algorithm:
the addition of a number of voxels, the deletion of a number of voxels, and the substitution of a
voxel with another voxel. All voxel additions and substitutions were performed on neighbor-
ing voxels, that is, voxels within the 26 voxel cube surrounding any voxel already contained
in the cluster. Also, deletions or substitutions resulting in voxels disconnecting from the clus-
ters were disallowed. The frequency of mutation was regulated by a constant mutation rate
parameter for each mutation operation. Also, a voxel cluster in the population was occasion-
ally substituted for a new, randomly generated cluster to add fresh genetic material and aid
in escaping potential local maxima.
Selection and reproduction: A standard tournament scheme was used for parent selection. In
order to retain a variety of the genetic material and maintain searches in widespread regions
of the brain, the proportion of parents to discarded individuals was set high. It should be
noted, however, that the suitable proportion of parents depends on the expected signal-to-
noise-ratio of the data as well as the number of regions of interest. Since all individuals in the
population represent different locations and crossover thus would destroy the spatial integrity
of the voxel clusters, reproductionwas asexual and the new generationwas formed by cloning
the parents.
Fitness computation: The fitness value, that is, the condition classification success, of each in-
dividual cluster was computed using a classifier. Any classifier can be applied (including
non-linear schemes; see the discussion on Classifiers above), and we used linear support vec-
tor machines Suykens et al. (2002). To ensure high generalization capability, the algorithm
is supplied with three datasets. The first was used in classifier training (training data, 35%
of the total volumes) while the second was used for fitness estimation (testing data, 45%).
The third dataset was exclusively used with the already trained and optimized classifier and
voxel cluster (validation data, 20%). Any fitness measure indicative of classification perfor-
mance can be used, including proportion correctly classified instances or the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (see the discussion on Performance metrics above).
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Termination criterium: The algorithmwas run for either a pre-determinedmaximum number of
generations or until a cluster yielding testing data classification rates above a given threshold
was obtained. The algorithm can, however, overtrain when allowed to run the full course.
We therefore used the cluster with the best result on the mean of the training and testing data
performance for validation classification.
BEGIN
Initialize population;
While (termination criteria not met);
For (each individual);
Apply mutation operations;
1. Add na random voxels;
2. Remove nr random voxels;
3. Substitute ns random voxels;
End For
Select parents;
Reproduce;
generation = generation + 1;
End While
END
Fig. 4. Pseudo-code for evolutionary voxel selection (Åberg & Wessberg, 2008).
5.2 Example: Somatotopic organization of the insular cortex due to pleasant touch
Machine learning in general and the evolutionary algorithm described above in particular
have been of high utility in our research on how the brain processes pleasant touch. In the
study described here we specifically used the advantages of the superior sensitivities of multi-
voxel pattern analysis to demonstrate that a specific region of the cortex is activated differently
depending on what body part is stimulated.
The brain receives information about touch through two fundamentally different systems –
one network of thick, myelinated fibers, termed Aβ afferents, which transmit discriminative
aspects of touch (e.g. what type of texture am I touching?), and a parallel network of thin,
unmyelinated so called C-tactile fibers, which are primarily activated by gentle types of touch
and signal hedonic, pleasant features of the tactile sensation Löken et al. (2009); Olausson et al.
(2002); Vallbo et al. (1999; 1993). The C-tactile system was recently discovered in humans, and
is currently under intense research Edin (2001); Löken et al. (2007); Nordin (1990); Vallbo et al.
(1999).
The C-tactile system is difficult to study in relation to brain processing, mainly since it cannot
be activated selectively – any mechanical stimulation of the skin invariably co-activates thick,
myelinated fibers in healthy subjects. C-tactile physiology has, nevertheless, been successfully
explored in a patient (GL) with neuronopathy syndrome Sterman et al. (1980), who lacks large
myelinated Aβ afferents but whose C fibers are intact Olausson, Cole, Rylander, McGlone,
Lamarre, Wallin, Krämer, Wessberg, Elam, Bushnell & Vallbo (2008); Olausson et al. (2002).
Due to the lack of Aβ fibers, GL has no sensation of touch. We demonstrated, however, that
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she can detect the light stroking of a brush and reports a pleasant sensation in response to the
stimuli Olausson et al. (2002). Surprisingly, we recently found that she can not only detect the
stimulus, but also distinguish the body quadrant to which it was applied at an accuracy of
72% Olausson, Cole, Rylander, McGlone, Lamarre, Wallin, Krämer, Wessberg, Elam, Bushnell
& Vallbo (2008). GL’s performance suggests that the C-tactile system projects some, albeit
crude, information about stimulus location.
The C-tactile system belongs to a class of fibers (C afferents) which projects various infor-
mation about the physiological condition of the body, including temperature and pain, from
the periphery to the brain (see Craig (2002) for a review of this system). As opposed to Aβ
fibers, which project directly to brain regions specifically processing tactile information (the
somatosensory cortices), C afferents have been shown to connect from the thalamus to a part
of the brain called the insular cortex on the opposite side of the brain to which the stimula-
tion was applied Craig et al. (2000; 1994); Hua le et al. (2005). Similarly, functional imaging
in GL and a similarly deafferented subject (IW) revealed that C-tactile stimulation also acti-
vates the insular cortex Olausson, Cole, Vallbo, McGlone, Elam, Krämer, Rylander, Wessberg
& Bushnell (2008); Olausson et al. (2002). Moreover, for pain and temperature stimulation,
the posterior part of the insular cortex has been shown to be organized in a particular fashion
– upper body stimulation stimulations project anterior (closer to the nose) than lower body
part stimulations Brooks et al. (2005); Henderson et al. (2007); Hua le et al. (2005). This type
of organization is referred to as somatotopic and is observed in several brain regions where
the physical location of the stimulation is important, such as the primary somatosensory and
motor cortices.
A corresponding somatotopic organization of the insular cortex due to pleasant touch could
potentially explain GL’s surprisingly good localization performance. However, as opposed for
example painful stimuli, C-tactile activations are typically weak and often difficult to iden-
tify using conventional statistical methods. In order to investigate whether posterior insu-
lar cortex projections due to pleasant touch are organized in a body-map similar to that of
painful and temperature stimulation, we therefore applied the evolutionary algorithm to data
acquired as described below.
6. Data acquisition
Participants: Informed consent was obtained from six healthy subjects, as well as one subject
(GL) with sensory neuronopathy syndrome Sterman et al. (1980). At the age of 31, GL suf-
fered permanent loss specifically of thick myelinated afferents (the so called Aβ fibers), leav-
ing unmyelinated and small-diameter myelinated afferents intact Forget & Lamarre (1995).
She can detect temperature and pain normally Olausson, Cole, Rylander, McGlone, Lamarre,
Wallin, Krämer, Wessberg, Elam, Bushnell & Vallbo (2008); Olausson et al. (2002), but denies
any ability to sense touch below the level of the nose Forget & Lamarre (1995). In a forced
choice task she could, however, perceive light touch, and she failed to detect vibratory stimuli
(which poorly excite C-tactile afferents; Olausson, Cole, Rylander, McGlone, Lamarre, Wallin,
Krämer, Wessberg, Elam, Bushnell & Vallbo (2008)). Moreover, in a four-alternative forced
choice procedure, she identified 72% of soft brush stimuli to the correct extremity (at chance
level of 25%). Healthy subjects, on the other hand, detect light touch as well as vibration
without fail, and can localize point indentation on the skin to an accuracy in the range of
two centimeters Norrsell & Olausson (1994). The Ethical Review Board at the University of
Gothenburg approved the study, and the experiments were performed in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
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Stimulation: Light stimulation, known to vigorously activate C-tactile afferents in humans as
well as in other species Bessou et al. (1971); Douglas & Ritchie (1957); Edin (2001); Kumazawa
& Perl (1977); Nordin (1990); Vallbo et al. (1999; 1993); Zotterman (1939), was delivered using a
seven centimeter wide soft brush with an indentation force 0.8 N. The experimenter manually
stroked the brush in a proximal to distal direction on the right forearm or thigh.
Scanning protocol: The experimenter applied the tactile stimulation according to timing cues
from the scanner, and all subjects were instructed to focus on the stimulus throughout the
fMRI scanning session. In the healthy subjects, the distance covered was 16 centimeters for
a duration of three seconds, whereas in the case of GL the distance was 30 centimeters and
the duration four seconds. Three-volume blocks of forearm brushing, thigh brushing or no
brushing (rest) were alternated in a pseudo-random order with equal numbers of each of
the three conditions. The condition order remained fixed throughout each scan and across
participants, and the scanning session consisted of one anatomical and six functional scans.
During each functional scan, 13 blocks were obtained in the healthy subjects and 10 in GL,
totaling in 78 and 60 three-volume blocks per condition respectively. A 1.5 T fMRI scanner
(healthy subjects: Philips Intera; GL: Siemens Sonata) with a SENSE head coil (acceleration
factor 1) was used to collect whole brain scans.
Pre-processing: The standard pre-processing steps described previously were applied to
the data. Motion correction was performed using the Neurolens software package
(www.neurolens.org; developed at the Neurovascular Imaging Lab, UNF Montreal, Canada),
whereas the remaining pre-processing steps were performed using custom-coded scripts in
Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). To offset hemodynamic delay and minimize within-
trial variability, the first volume in each block was discarded and an average over the remain-
ing two volumes was obtained (leaving a total of 78 volumes per stimulus for the healthy
subjects and 60 for GL). The posterior contralateral (left) insula, containing a subject mean of
222 (range 177-261) voxels for the healthy participants and 97 voxels for GL, was subsequently
identified using an anatomical reference Naidich et al. (2004) and previousmultivoxel analysis
(see Björnsdotter et al. (2009) for further details on the identification of the ROI). All analysis
was performed in original individual space, and the resulting maps were transformed into
MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) standard stereotactic space Evans et al. (1993) using
SPM5 Friston et al. (1994b) with the supplied EPI brain as template. For data visualization, the
programs MRIcron (by Chris Rorden, www.sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricron/) and
Cartool (by Denis Brunet, http://brainmapping.unige.ch/Cartool.htm) were used.
Conventional analysis: A general linear model (GLM) whole-brain analysis was performed on
smoothed data (Gaussian filter FWHM 6 mm). A fixed effect model was used to generalize
healthy subject activations to the group level. The resulting activation maps were thresholded
to a false discovery rate (FDR) of < 0.01).
Machine learning analysis: In order to compare the forearm and thigh brushing projections, the
evolutionary clustering scheme was applied to the forearm/rest and thigh/rest datasets sepa-
rately within the region of interest (ROI) in the posterior insular cortex. The number of voxels
allowed in the cluster was fixed in order to obtain directly comparable classification perfor-
mances within and between individuals. In GL, seven voxels was empirically determined to
be a suitable cluster size for high classification performance. The corresponding volume in the
healthy subjects, due to the higher spatial sampling frequency of the functional data, was 20
voxels. The algorithmwas iterated 200 times, and the clusters which maximally differentiated
the forearm and thigh stimuli from rest were identified. Themagnitude of condition separabil-
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ity (classification score) was quantified by the area under the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve (AUC).
7. Results
Conventional analysis: The whole-brain general linear model approach identified a variety
of expected activated regions in the healthy subjects, including the contralateral postcentral
gyrus (the primary somatosensory cortex; T-value peak at MNI [X, Y, Z] coordinates 5.2 [-26,
-42, 64] for forearm stimulation and 6.9 [-16, -48, 70] for thigh stimulation) and bilateral pari-
etal operculum (secondary somatosensory cortex). No significant activations were identified
in the insular cortex, however, and for the neuronopathy patient GL no significantly activated
voxels were identified in any region of the brain.
Machine learning analysis: The evolutionary multivoxel pattern recognition approach was sub-
stantially more successful, however, and the condition discrimination performance of the
identified clusters were highly significant in GL as well as for the healthy volunteers. Forearm
and thigh tactile stimulation were found to project to distinctly separate locations in GL, with
a substantial euclidean distance between cluster centroids of 8.9 mm (figure 5A). The forearm
cluster centroid was located at MNI (X, Y, Z) coordinates (-34, -10, 4), and the thigh cluster was
found at (-34, -18, 0). The distance between clusters was thusmaximal in the anterior-posterior
(Y) plane at 8 mm, whereas the location differences in the remaining planes were non-existent
or small (X: 0 mm, Z: 4 mm). Validating the pattern observed in GL, the healthy subject in-
sular projections were also arranged in a clear somatotopic fashion. The individual forearm
and thigh cluster centroid locations are shown in figure 5B, illustrating the consistency in ac-
tivation pattern across all individuals including GL. The difference in location was significant
only in the Y-plane (anterior-posterior; two-tailed paired t-test, p <0.05). The subject mean
euclidean distance between the cluster centroids equaled that of GL at 9.3 (range 6.6-12) mm.
Our evolutionarymachine learning algorithmwas able to identify the subtle fMRI pattern pro-
duced by pleasant touch, invisible to conventional univariate analysis. Moreover, we demon-
strated that such pleasant touch projects to different regions of the insular cortex depending
on what part of the body was stimulated.
The observation of the body-map topology has important physiological consequences, mainly
in strengthening the suggestion that C-tactile afferents are organized in a fashion similar to
that of the pain and temperature systems. Also, our study suggests that, although the Aβ sys-
tem is clearly dominant for touch discrimination and localization, there is some localization
functionality to the C-tactile system. It appears improbable that the C-tactile system plays
a significant role in discriminative touch, yet it can be presumed that the general stimulus
location significantly modulates affective sensations which are intimately related to C-tactile
activity Löken et al. (2009). Propagation of such affective information is of fundamental im-
portance in preparing appropriate actions in response to emotionally relevant stimuli. Thus,
we hypothesize that the crude localization capacity of the C-tactile system serves an affective
function, where, for example, a gentle stroke on the cheek evokes a different motivational and
hedonic response than that on the leg, thus signaling various emotional aspects with corre-
sponding social consequences.
8. Concluding remarks
In contrast to conventional statistical techniques based on average voxel-by-voxel activations,
machine learning-based multivoxel pattern analysis utilizes the inherent multivariate nature
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Fig. 5. Insular somatotopy of the contra-lateral posterior insular cortex due to pleasant touch
identified using the evolutionary voxel selection scheme. A, The voxel clusters maximally
differentiating forearm (red) and thigh (blue) stimulation from rest in the neuronopathy syn-
drome patient GL, reflecting the projection of pleasant touch afferents. A similar somatotopic
organizationwas consistently identified also in neurologically intact subjects, as demonstrated
in panel B, showing the forearm (red/filled) and thigh (blue/empty) cluster centroid MNI co-
ordinates for each of the healthy subjects () and the neuronopathy syndrome patient GL (△).
There was a significant difference between forearm and thigh cluster centroid location in the
Y-plane only (two-tailed paired t-test, p <0.05).
of brain activity and highlight informative spatial patterns. As such, these state-of-the-art
analysis methods outperform conventional techniques in terms of brain mapping sensitiv-
ity, but also provides a direct link between brain state and brain activity patterns. Moreover,
brain responses to conditions are treated as independent - as opposed to average - evoked
activation patterns, allowing interesting and highly novel studies of functional representation
Kriegeskorte et al. (2008). Also, as the spatial resolution is continuously improved with ad-
vances in high field imaging Yacoub et al. (2008), issues such as reduced signal-to-noise ratio
and escalating multiple comparison problem will render univariate analysis less feasible and
pave the way for multivoxel analyses Kriegeskorte & Bandettini (2007).
The utility of machine learning in neuroimaging is evidenced by the recent surge of studies
taking advantage of the appealing benefits of multivoxel analysis – despite the fact that appro-
priate application of machine learning concepts to fMRI analysis currently requires not only
an understanding of brain physiology, but also solid technical and mathematical knowledge.
Further interdisciplinary research aiming to refine, develop and integrate machine learning
techniques for standard fMRI analysis promises exciting possibilities for improved insight
into the inner workings of the human brain.
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